
This Week's Digital Transformation News

Every week we curate the most valuable transformation, compliance and operational 
excellence insights from our network of contributors and deliver them directly to you.

This week guest blogger Charles Araujo, Principal Analyst at Intellyx, explains why 
so many digital transformation efforts miss the mark. 

And much more. Enjoy!

Why Transformation Requires a Process-First Mentality

Last week we wrapped up this year’s iNNOVATE conference. It was a great success and
we thank everyone that attended! This year we did things a little differently and hosted a
weeklong virtual event to discuss the future of transformation. And we had transformation
leaders from around the globe share their insights and best practices that they have
gleaned from decades of hands-on experience. Read on the learn more.

The Journey of a 1000 Processes – RPA and Beyond

Over the past couple of years there has been a lot of talk about Robotic Process
Automation (RPA).  We have certainly contributed our fair share of content on the topic.
There is no doubt that RPA is, can, and will be a major contributor to improving efficiency
of the workforce over the next several years. Keep reading to find out more.

What's New in Transformation This Week

BPM and Business Continuity During the Coronavirus Outbreak
The Essence Of Resilient Leadership: Business Recovery From COVID-19
Digital transformation: Why this is a smart time to speed up

Whitepaper: Resiliency & Business Continuity Handbook
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